VISITOR GUIDELINES

AT THIS TIME, ONLY REGISTERED TOUR PROVIDERS MAY CONDUCT TOURS IN HARVARD YARD

THANK YOU FOR VISITING HARVARD UNIVERSITY!

VISITORS ARE REQUIRED TO FOLLOW THESE POLICIES:

- do not enter any Harvard administrative, academic, or residential building without a Harvard Official
- respect all individuals and campus property
- face coverings may be required inside some Harvard buildings
- no smoking
- maintain respectful sound levels at all times
- respect the privacy of students in dorms and classrooms
- no video recording
- keep foot traffic flowing and please do not block entrances
- visitors should use the public restrooms in the Smith Campus Center located at 1350 Massachusetts Ave.

For events on campus open to the public, visit news.harvard.edu/gazette/Harvard-events

For the latest information on Harvard’s response to the Coronavirus, visit harvard.edu/coronavirus

Thank you for helping to ensure that all can enjoy Harvard's campus.

ENJOY YOUR VISIT!